
Our regular focus on equine
health.  MJR resident vet
JOHN MARTIN recounts how
the treatment of a horse
with a potentially career-
threatening leg fracture led
to a successful return to
training.

If Only They Could Talk
It was the end of April 2011
when Baileys Strider pulled
up lame after a routine
canter with his two-year-
old string on our Park Farm
gallops. 
When we arrived to exam-
ine him, he was not bearing
any weight on his right
hind leg. We administered
analgesia immediately and
then performed a basic
examination in an attempt
to localise the fracture
site. In horses which are
lame behind after fast
work there are two areas I
immediately check. 
Firstly I palpate the muscu-
lature over the pelvic area.
If the horse is sore on pal-
pation of these muscles,
this can signify a fracture
of the pelvis. If there is no
pain on palpation of the
pelvic musculature the
next area to be examined is
the fetlock. 
The most common frac-
tures in the hind leg of a
thoroughbred racehorse
are those of the bones

Thankfully the majority of these are minor and are but
a mere blip in the horse's training schedule. Many

minor injuries self-resolve with minimal intervention.
Occasionally we are faced with more serious injuries which
require immediate veterinary attention. 
One such serious case was that of a horse which suffered a near
catastrophic fracture but who, after lengthy treatment, was able
to not just race but win on only his second start.
When an exercise rider calls me to say a horse has pulled up
lame after a piece of fast work I am immediately suspicious that
the horse may have sustained a fracture. 
From the moment this call is received it is all systems go. We get
to the gallops as quickly as possible, assess the injury, provide
analgesia, stabilise the injured limb and transport the horse
safely from the gallops back to our vet facilities where imaging
can be carried out to diagnose the injury. 

ACEHORSE trainers and vets encounter problems
and injuries on a daily basis. R
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ALWAYS TRYING to give value for money

The  Mark  Johnston  Racing  daily  
training  fee  includes:  

Gallop  fees;  vaccinations;  worming;    exercise shoes;
on-ssite  resident  vets;  in-hhouse  ultrasound  scanning;
in-hhouse  digital  X-rrays;  all  referrals  including  bone

scans,  surgery,  etc;  dynamic  'overground'  endoscopy;
routine  endoscopy;  all  medicines  and  drugs;  dental  care;

vitamins  and  minerals;  swimming;  gelding;  etc.  etc.  etc.

No hidden charges

£ 6 5 . 5 0

X-ray of Baileys Strider right-
hind cannon shows a 

spiralling condylar fracture

which make up the fetlock joint, namely the cannon bone and
the long pastern bone. 
In this case there was no response to palpation of the pelvic
musculature but there was very obvious swelling in the fetlock
joint and the joint was painful when flexed. 
A large support bandage was applied to the lower leg on the gal-
lops and a wagon transported the horse back safely to the yard
for further examination. 
X-rays of Baileys Strider's fetlock joint revealed a condylar frac-
ture of the cannon bone. The medial (inside) and lateral (outside)
condyles are rounded prominences of the lower cannon bone
which articulate with the long pastern bone, forming the fetlock
joint. 
Fractures in this area generally begin in the joint and extend up
the cannon bone, exiting the bone a few inches above the joint. 
Baileys Strider, however, had what is known as a spiralling
condylar fracture. 
The fracture began in the joint and spiralled upwards like a
corkscrew through the cannon bone. 
These are one of the worst possible types of fracture and carry
with them a guarded prognosis for a successful return to racing. 
The x-rays of the fractured limb were emailed to Mr Ian Wright,
the orthopaedic surgeon at Newmarket Equine Hospital. These x-
rays were viewed almost immediately at NEH. Mr Wright advised
us over the phone on the best method to stabilise the fracture
for transport. This involved forming a splint around the leg and
then applying a very large support bandage.
The initial concern was that the fragments of bone would move
while the horse was transported but x-rays on arrival at
Newmarket confirmed our splints had served their purpose. 
Mr Wright performed the surgery that evening which involved
inserting seven screws into the cannon bone. These screws,
known as “lag” screws are specially designed to compress the
opposing fragments of bone,
allowing stabilisation and
healing to occur. 
You can see from the x-ray
pictures how the screws spi-
ral up the leg following the
line of the fracture. As you
can appreciate from these
x-rays this is an incredibly
complex surgery requiring
immense experience and
expertise. 
The next bridge to cross was
the recovery from anaesthe-
sia. There is a risk that as the
horse attempts to rise after
surgery the fracture will dis-
place again which could ulti-
mately lead to the animal
having to be put down. 
Thankfully, Baileys Strider
rose without complications.
He then spent a few weeks at
NEH before he was deemed fit
to travel back to Middleham. 
He was monitored closely
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here, gradually increasing
his exercise levels as and
when appropriate. The frac-
ture healed remarkably
well, with just a brief return
to NEH to have the top three
screws removed, and he had
a pleasantly uneventful
return to training. 
He made his racecourse
debut at the end of January,
finishing a respectable fifth,
beaten by just two and a
half lengths. He came out of
the race fine, reappearing
eight days later to win his
maiden. 
He and his loyal owner can
now look forward to what
will hopefully be a long and
successful turf campaign.
Baileys Strider is but one
example of a case where
the immediate veterinary
treatment available on site
here at MJR, and the world-
class expertise available to
us at Newmarket Equine
Hospital, salvaged what
could have been a devastat-
ing situation for this talent-
ed horse.
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Baileys Strider wins under Joe Fanning in January

Post-surgery x-ray shows
“lag” screws in bone


